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Abstract
The correctness problem for hardware and software systems can often be reduced to the validity
problem for propositional or predicate logic. However, the size of the formulas to be validated
grows faster than the size of the system under investigation, and the complexity of the validation
procedure makes this approach practically intractable for large programs. We introduce a strategy
for dealing with this problem in the propositional case, corresponding, e.g. to digital circuits
and concurrent synchronization algorithms. Eciently computable criteria are used to assess the
mutual relevance of formulas and subformulas. They are based on the notions of interpolation
and polarity, and allow to detect and discard provably irrelevant parts of boolean verication
conditions. These criteria lead to a simplication and validation method, whose eciency is
investigated both theoretically and practically. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Several techniques have been developed for the systematic verication of properties
of hardware and software systems. The most classical one is probably the invariant
method, which applies to any dynamic system viewed as a (structured) set of actions,
each of them inducing a modication of the system state. This technique reduces
the correctness problem of discrete dynamic systems (as far as safety properties are
concerned) to the validity problem for classical propositional or predicate logic.
In practice, the invariant method is limited to the verication of small systems, since
even in the propositional case the validation problem is NP-complete; besides, the size
of the verication conditions, i.e., the formulas to be validated, grows faster than the
size of the system itself. In the sequel of this section, we briey recall the frame-
work of the invariant method and explain why reduction techniques for the verication
conditions are both feasible and useful.
1.1. Invariant and safety properties
A discrete dynamic system S can be modelled by a state space, which is a set
 of elements called states, and a nite set of actions, or transitions, i.e., binary
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relations dened on the state space. A computation is a sequence (0; 1; : : :) of states
which satises the following condition: for each i there exists a transition  such that
(i; i+1) 2 .
In practice, a system state is an assignment of values to a nite set of (typed) system
variables, and sets of states are represented by logical formulas whose free variables
are the system variables. These formulas are called assertions, and we assume that
every useful set of states can be represented by an assertion. 1 If J is an assertion
and  is a state, the expression  j= J (\ satises J" or \J is true at ") means
that  is an element of the set (represented by) J . The notation j= J means that J
is valid; otherwise stated,  j= J holds everywhere and J represents . A Hoare’s
triple is an expression fJ1gfJ2g, where  is a transition and J1; J2 are assertions,
called precondition and postcondition, respectively. The meaning of the triple is, for
all states ; , if  j= J1 and (; ) 2 , then  j= J2. (\Transition , executed from a
state satisfying J1, always leads to a state satisfying J2".)
An invariant of a system S is a set of system states, represented as an assertion I ,
which satises fIg  fIg for each transition  of the system. (Once a computation enters
an invariant, it never goes out.) Most of the time, only computations whose initial state
0 satises some specic assertion A (the initial condition) are considered. We call
regular computation any computation whose initial state satises A. An assertion J is a
safety property of a dynamic system if all states of all regular computations satisfy J .
The classical method for proving that some dynamic system S is correct with re-
spect to some safety property J , when initial condition A is specied, is based on the
following result. Correctness holds if and only if an invariant I exists \between" A
and J , that is, j=(A) I) and j=(I) J ). So the method consists in the construction
of an adequate I .
The invariant method is reputed to have three drawbacks:
(1) Only safety properties are within the scope of the method.
(2) Invariant design is often a subtle task.
(3) Invariant validation becomes intractable for large programs.
The rst point is of little practical signicance, since the liveness properties of a pro-
gram (the most relevant kind of non-safety properties) usually are consequences of
previously established safety properties, joined with a fairness assumption. (This has
been demonstrated many times in the literature, for instance in [9].) The second draw-
back is more serious, since (adequate) invariants usually are long formulas, roughly the
same size as the program or system they describe. This is not surprising, in so far the
invariant can be viewed as a formal, detailed documentation of the program or system.
However, the discovery of adequate invariants is made easier by using an incremental
methodology, often based on atomicity renement and=or xpoint approximation (see
e.g. [2, 4, 7, 9, 11, 12, 17, 21]).
1 If  is nite, this assumption is trivial. However, if  is innite, the set 2 is not countable, and any
realistic assertion language allows to represent only a countable subset of 2.
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The third drawback is probably the real challenge. Most invariant design method-
ologies, including those just mentioned, are in fact trial-and-error methods: \promising
candidate invariants" are rather easily produced, but have to be checked for invariance.
Even for programs of moderate size, a complete verication is an awfully long and
tedious work. The purpose of this paper is to contribute to solve this problem.
1.2. Verication conditions
A Hoare triple fIgfIg, or more generally fAgfBg, can be reduced to a classical
logic formula. The reduction method is based on the following fact. Given the pre-
condition A and the transition  (expressed as a conditional assignment), it is possible
to construct an assertion sp[A; ] such that the triple fAgfBg holds if and only if the
formula sp[A; ])B is valid; dually, given  and the postcondition B, it is possible to
construct an assertion wlp[;B] such that the triple fAgfBg holds if and only if the
formula A)wlp[;B] is valid. 2
We will not recall the rather straightforward reduction process in general, but only
with a toy example. This will be sucient to motivate the introduction of specic
methods to deal with the validation problem for verication conditions like sp[I ; ]) I
or I)wlp[; I ].
We consider a resource shared by n distributed computing stations. The resource can
be accessed in mutual exclusion only. A station p is initially in a non-critical section
(state pn). It performs internal computation (denoted [ ]) until access to the shared
resource becomes necessary, that is, until an internal condition, denoted rcsp, becomes
true. The access will be delayed (waiting state pw) if the resource is busy. When
the station gains access, it will use the resource (critical state pc), until the internal
condition rcsp becomes false; at this time, the station releases the resource and returns
to its non-critical section (state pn). At every time, the station p is in one and only one
of its three possible states: exactly one of the place predicates at pn ; at pw and at pc
holds. A shared variable INCS and a shared waiting queue E are used to implement
the mutual exclusion; INCS is intended to record the name of the station currently
lying in its critical section; its value will be ? when no station performs its critical
section. Variable E is intended to record the names of the waiting stations.
It is not dicult to translate this informal description into code, i.e., a set of tran-
sitions. A transition is executed by a single process or jointly executed by several
processes. The eect is a possible change of the variables and of the control state of
the involved process(es). A transition is a four-component structure (L; G!A; M);
labels L and M specify the control states of the involved process(es), respectively,
before and after the execution. The guard G is a boolean condition and A is a
single or multiple assignment. The transition can be executed only in a state where the
control states of the involved processes are those listed in the label L, and where the
variables satisfy the condition G. After the execution, the values of the variables have
2 The symbol sp means \strongest postcondition" and wlp means \weakest liberal precondition".
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been modied according to the assignment A, and the control states of the involved
processes are those listed in the label M .
The following transitions exist for each station p:
(pn ; :rcsp! [ ]; pn);
(pc; rcsp! [ ]; pc);
(pn ; rcsp ^ INCS=? ! INCS :=p;pc);
(pn ; rcsp ^ INCS 6=? !E :=E [fpg; pw);
(pc; :rcsp ^E= ;! INCS :=? ; pn);
whereas the following transition exists for each couple (p; q) of distinct stations:
(pcqw ; :rcsp ^ q2E! (INCS; E) := (q; Enfqg); pnqc):
An appropriate initial condition is
8p(at pn)^ INCS=? ^E= ;:
Besides, an adequate invariant is easily found:
8p(at pwp2E) (E is the waiting set);
^8p(INCS=p  at pc) (INCS is the station within its C.S., if any);
^ (INCS=? )E= ;) (resource free only when waiting set empty):
The invariant has the form 8p (I1(p)^ I2(p))^ I3, whereas all transitions involve one
or two stations and form a set of size 5n+ n  (n− 1) members, where the parameter
n is the nite but unknown number of stations. However, due to the symmetry of the
problem, we can restrict to the six transitions explicitly listed above, for some xed
(distinct) stations p and q. Furthermore, for verication purpose, we can restrict the
invariant to the quantier-free formula I1(p)^ I2(p)^ I1(q)^ I2(q)^ I1(r)^ I2(r)^ I3,
where r is a third station. 3 The invariant appears therefore as a conjunctive set of
seven assertions.
1.3. Structural properties of the verication conditions
In general, the invariant is a conjunctive set, say
I =def
V
k2K
ak :
For realistic programs, the size of the set can be quite large, but typically most in-
dividual assertions remain small; it can be observed that, when adequate notation is
used, the size of the formal description of the dynamic system and the size of an ade-
quate invariant of it tend to be of the same order of magnitude. The set of verication
3 In the particular case where n = 2, I1(r) and I2(r) are omitted.
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conditions associated with the program S and the invariant I is dened as
V =def
V
k2K
V
2S
(I)wlp[; ak ]):
Comment: We take into account that wlp is ^-additive: wlp[; (ak ^ a‘)] is equivalent
to wlp[; ak ]^wlp[; a‘], and also that (A)
V
k Bk) is equivalent to
V
k (A)Bk). In
practice, the size of V is quadratic in the size of S. 4
We do not recall here the w(l)p-calculus (see [12] for an introduction to the wp-
calculus, and [16] for the detail of the notation used here), but we investigate somewhat
further our toy example to point out some useful facts. Let
=def (pcqw ; :rcsp ^ q 2 E! (INCS; E) := (q; Enfqg); pnqc);
ak =def at rw  r 2 E;
the assertion wlp[; ak ] reduces to
:rcsp ^ q 2 E) (at rw  r 2 Enfqg): (1)
In order to establish j= (I)wlp[; ak ]), we use
 one of the seven assertions in I , viz., at rw  r 2 E,
 the assumption q 6= r,
 a fact of set theory, viz. (q 2 E ^ q 6= r)) (r 2 E  r 2 Enfqg),
 standard equality theory and propositional calculus.
A rst point to be noted is that the usual form of a verication condition like
I)wlp[; ak ] is
(a1 ^    ^ am)) (c) a0k) (2)
for some k, where a0k is wlp[; ak ] for some .
A second point is that the number m of assertions grows quickly with the size of
the program, especially if a strict propositional coding is wanted. In our toy exam-
ple, additional assertions are needed to specify that exactly one of the three atoms
at pn ; at pw ; at pc holds in every state (and the same for stations q and r). Similarly,
identities like INCS =p are also viewed as atoms, and additional assertions are needed
to express that at most one of the atoms INCS =p; INCS = q; INCS = r and INCS =?
holds; last, predicates like q 2 E are also viewed as atoms, which induce yet more
assertions like :(q 2 E ^ E= ;). These additional assertions are called stuctural as-
sertions and can be viewed as supplementary axioms for the theory within which the
validation process is performed.
4 This is not a formal result; in fact, the size of S, and even more the sizes of I and V depend on the
kind of notations used to write them. Canonical forms exist, but their use often leads to longer formulas
than more specic notation.
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A third point is that, even when m is a big number, only a few members of
fai: i=1; : : : ; mg are eectively used in a proof of (c) a0k). For large programs, a
transition  usually alters few of the assertions; when  does not involve any entity oc-
curring in ak , then a0k = ak and obviously only one assertion (ak itself) is then needed to
establish (c) a0k). Even in the non-trivial case where a0k 6= ak , most of the hypotheses
a1; : : : ; am are, in fact, not really needed to establish the conclusion (c) a0k). 5
A last point to be noted is that the determination of the adequate subset of useful
hypotheses is usually not trivial. For instance, when trying to prove conclusion (1),
we should take into consideration not only the available hypotheses containing com-
mon occurrences of atoms and terms with this conclusion (viz., rcsp; q; E; at rw ; r) but
also hypotheses connected with these atoms; for instance, the fact that the hypothesis
(INCS =?)E= ;) is potentially relevant (since E occurs in the conclusion) induces
that any hypothesis containing occurrences of INCS is potentially relevant too. Struc-
tural rules also increase the \connectivity" of the set of hypotheses; for instance, as
at rw occurs in the conclusion, any hypothesis with occurrence of, say, at rc, should
also be taken into account.
1.4. Verication conditions vs. general tautologies
In practice, the important consequence of this is as follows: the main problem for
validating verication conditions consists in discovering the needed hypotheses; after-
wards, the validation itself is straightforward. 6 It should be emphasized that this is
in sharp contrast with more classical forms of the validation problem. For instance, in
order to establish a property of group theory, like
8x (x:x= e) ) 8x 8y (x:y=y:x);
the needed hypotheses trivially are the axioms of group theory, whereas the (compara-
tively) dicult part of the validation process is to combine the axioms in an adequate
way. This dierence between validation of verication conditions and more classical
theorem proving explains why general-purpose automated theorem provers often turn to
disappointments when applied to program verication. More specically, many avail-
able provers reduce the problem of validating condition (2) to the problem of deriving
false from the set fa1; : : : ; am; c;:a0kg. If no specic role is attributed to formulas c
and a0k , this approach is very likely to fail when m is large. The method introduced in
the next section avoids this kind of reduction.
Comment. Many successful experiments with theorem provers, and especially with
the well-known Boyer{Moore prover, have been reported in the literature (see e.g.
[14, 27, 28]). Best experiments correspond to non-trivial, but rather short programs and
properties. In fact, such provers can deal with far deeper mathematical formulas than
5 In the example above, only one hypothesis out of seven was needed, plus a few additional assertions
induced by the propositional coding.
6 This problem has been formalized in [22].
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verication conditions, but they are not able to deal quickly with very long formulas,
for an obvious reason. Even in the pure propositional case, the validity problem is
NP-complete, so no general algorithm for validity checking can be practically ecient
in all cases. 7
1.5. Goals and results
We intend to take advantage of the specic structure of invariant verication con-
ditions to produce a practically ecient validation system for formulas like (2). The
problem is to determine whether the conclusion C =def (c) a0k) is a logical conse-
quence of the (large) set of hypotheses H=def fa1; : : : ; amg.
A three-step validation process is proposed. The rst step consists in discarding
as many provably useless hypotheses as possible and in simplifying other ones; the
conclusion might be simplied too. This rst step leads to a set of hypotheses H0
smaller and simpler than H, and a conclusion C0 simpler than C (or identical to
C). Simplication rules will be such that H0 j= C0 is true if and only if H j= C
is true. The second step consists in ordering the set H0 into a list (h1; h2; : : :) such
that \more promising" hypotheses are listed before \less promising" ones. The third
step is incremental tautology checking. If C0 is not recognized as a tautology, then
C01 =def (h1 ^    ^ hn1 ))C0 is tested; if C01 is not recognized as a tautology, then
C02 =def (hn1+1 ^    ^ hn2 ))C01 is tested, and so on.
The sequel of this paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces some facts about propo-
sitional formulas that give rise to the simplication and classication rules presented
in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to a worked-out example and Section 5 contains
comparison with related work and the conclusion.
2. Simplication theorems
Here are presented some theorems of propositional logic which justify useful sim-
plication and classication rules.
2.1. The classical connectivity theorem
Let H and C be two propositional formulas. It is well known that, if no proposition
has occurrences in both formulas H and C, and if H is consistent, then C is valid if
and only if H)C is valid. 8 This intuitive result generalizes easily to our problem,
7 It is well known that some NP-complete problems allow algorithms which behave eciently for most
instances occurring in practice but, until now, this is not the case for the propositional validity problem,
although rather recent techniques like connection-based methods and the use of ordered binary decision
diagrams have led to substantial improvement.
8 This is a corollary of Craig’s interpolation theorem; true is an interpolant of H and C. (See Section
2.4.)
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and allows to determine a subset H0 of H such that H0 j= C holds if and only if
H j= C holds. Here is the theorem.
Theorem 1 (Connectivity theorem). Let H be a consistent set of propositional for-
mulas and C a formula; let R be the binary relation on =H [ f:Cg such that
1R2 holds if and only if some propositional variable occurs in both 1 and 2. If
R denotes the transitive closure of R; then H j= C holds if and only if H0 j= C
holds; with H0=def fh 2H: hR:Cg. 9
Otherwise stated,  is inconsistent if and only if 0=H0 [ f:Cg is inconsistent.
This result can be useful but, in the area of hardware and software system verication,
the subset 0 is not signicantly smaller than the set . Besides, many irrelevant
hypotheses cannot be detected this way. Let us consider an example. If h1 = (A _ q)
and c=(A) r), then (h1^h2^  ^hn^:c) and (h2^  ^hn^:c) are simultaneously
consistent or inconsistent, for all A; h2; : : : ; hn, although any proposition occurring in A
also occurs both in h1 and c. Some results introduced in the sequel of this section will
give rise to a more powerful elimination mechanism.
2.2. Type, reduced type and polarity
In the sequel of this section, we assume that only the connectives :, ^, _ and )
are used in formulas (no equivalence).
Every subformula (more precisely: every occurrence of every subformula) of a for-
mula has a type, which is a word of the language (c [ d [ n). Let B be a formula.
The type of B as a subformula in any formula A is dened inductively as follows:
 The type of B in B is  (empty word).
 If the type of B in A is w, then
 its type in :A is nw,
 its type in (A ^ X ) or (X ^ A) is cw,
 its type in (A _ X ), (X _ A) or (X )A) is dw,
 its type in (A)X ) is dnw.
Comment. Implication (p) q) is viewed as (:p_q); \n", \c" and \d" are for negation,
conjunction and disjunction, respectively.
Let BA be a subformula occurrence in A, with type w. The reduced type of BA is
obtained by applying to w the rewriting rules
c! ndn; nn! ;
corresponding to De Morgan’s and double negation laws.
9 We could have written hRC instead of hR:C, since obviously the same propositions occur in C and
in :C. However, we introduce in Section 2.7 a rened version of this theorem, where positive and negative
occurrences of propositions are distinguished.
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The notions of type and reduced type will allow us to give syntactic denitions to
some semantic concepts that will be useful later. The rst concept is classical. The
polarity of the occurrence BA of B in A is positive if the type (or the reduced type)
of BA contains an even number of \n" ’s; it is negative otherwise.
Comment. A subformula can have several occurrences in a formula, with distinct types
and polarities.
Lemma 2 (Polarity lemma). Let At and Af be the results of the replacement of one
occurrence BA of B in A by true and false; respectively. The formulas (Af)A)
and (A)At) are tautologies if BA is positive; otherwise; (At)A) and (A)Af) are
tautologies.
Proof. The proof by structural induction is straightforward.
Comment. Several occurrences of B in A can be replaced simultaneously, provided
they are all positive, or all negative.
Notation. If A, B and C are propositional formulas, then A[B=C] denotes the formula
obtained by simultaneously replacing in A all occurrences of B by C. (If B is not a
subformula of A, then A[B=C] is simply A.)
Theorem 3 (Polarity theorem). If proposition p has no negative occurrence in A and
no positive occurrence in B then formulas (A[p=false])A); (A)A[p=true]);
(B[p=true])B) and (B)B[p=false]) are tautologies.
Proof. Repeated applications of the polarity lemma.
Rule 4 (Polarity rule). If proposition p has no negative ( resp. no positive) occurrence
in H and no positive ( resp. no negative) occurrence in C then H j= C holds if and
only if H[p=true] j= C[p=true] holds (resp. H[p=false] j= C[p=false] holds):
Proof. This follows from the polarity theorem.
2.3. Rank
From the logical point of view, the most powerful hypothesis is false, since false)C
is valid for any C. In this context, investigating hypotheses means determining how
they can be falsied. Two useful concepts are as follows.
The rank of an occurrence BA of B in A is the number of \d"’s preceded (immedi-
ately or not) by an even number of \n"’s in the reduced type of BA. The occurrence
BA of B in A is purely disjunctive if its reduced type w belongs to (d [dn); it is
purely conjunctive if its reduced type w belongs to (nd [ [ nddn).
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Comment. The occurrence BA is purely conjunctive (resp. disjunctive) in A if and only
if it is purely disjunctive (resp. conjunctive) in :A.
Comment. An occurrence is purely conjunctive if and only if its rank is 0.
Example. Let A be (p) q) _ :(r^(:s):(t) u))): The types, reduced types, ranks
and polarities of propositions occurring in A are as follows:
Occurrence p q r s t u
Type ddn dd dnc dncdnn dncdndn dncdnd
Reduced type ddn dd ddn ddnd ddndndn ddndnd
Purely disjunctive? yes yes yes no no no
Rank 2 2 2 2 3 3
Polarity − + − − − +
Lemma 5 (Rank lemma). Let BA be a purely disjunctive occurrence of subformula B
in formula A. If v is an interpretation such that v(A)= false; then v(B)= false if BA
is positive; and v(B)= true if BA is negative.
Proof. Let w and k be the reduced type and the rank of BA. We proceed by induction
on k. If k =0, then either w=  and A is logically equivalent to B, with v(B)= v(A)=
false, or w= n and A is logically equivalent to :B, with v(B)= v(:A)= true. If k > 0,
then formulas A0 and X exist such that A is (A0 _X ), (X _A0); :(:A0 ^ X ); :(X ^
:A0); (:A0)X ) or (X )A0), and the rank of BA in A0 is k − 1. 10 We consider only
the implication cases (the other cases are similar).
Let us suppose A is (:A0)X ). From v(A)= false we deduce v(A0)= false and
v(X )= false. The reduced type of BA in A0 is w0, where w=dw0. If BA is positive
(resp. negative) in A, then it is positive (resp. negative) in A0 and, due to the induction
hypothesis, from v(A0)= false we deduce v(B)= false (resp. v(B)= true). Similarly, if
A is (X )A0), then from v(A)= false we deduce v(A0)= false and v(X )= true. If BA
is positive (resp. negative) in A, then it is positive (resp. negative) in A0 and, due to the
induction hypothesis, from v(A0)= false we deduce v(B)= false (resp. v(B)= true).
Comment. A dual result exists for purely conjunctive occurrences.
Rule 6 (Rank rule). If p has a positive (resp. negative) purely conjunctive occurrence
in some h2H or a negative (resp. positive) purely disjunctive occurrence in C; then
10 To see this, we observe that any other form for A would give rise to an incorrect reduced type. For
instance, :(A0)X ) leads to ndn, indicating that neither A0 nor its components are purely disjunctive.
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H j= C holds if and only if H[p=true] j= C[p=true] (resp. H[p=false] j= C[p=false])
holds.
Proof. If proposition p has a positive purely conjunctive occurrence in h2H then h
can be rewritten p^h[p=true] andH[p=false] j= C[p=false] trivially holds, soH j= C
reduces to H[p=true] j= C[p=true]. The proofs for the three other cases are similar.
2.4. Interpolation and polarized interpolation
Let us now recall a classical notion. An interpolant of formulas H and C is a
formula J such that every proposition occurring in J has also occurrences in both
H and C, and (H) J ) and (J)C) are tautologies. A polarized interpolant of two
formulas H and C is an interpolant J such that every proposition p occurring in J also
occurs in both H and C, with the same polarity. If J exists, (H)C) is a tautology;
the converse is also true.
Theorem 7 (Craig’s interpolation theorem). If (H)C) is a tautology; then H and C
have an interpolant.
Comment. This proposition and the next one are usually given abstract, model-theoretic
proofs, in the framework of predicate logic (see [10, pp. 84{90]). The elementary proof
given here is constructive, but restricted to propositional logic.
Proof. Let us assume rst that no proposition occurs both in H and C. If H is incon-
sistent, then false is an adequate interpolant. If C is valid, then true is an adequate
interpolant. The case H consistent and C invalid cannot occur. Suppose otherwise and
let v; w be interpretation such that v(H) and w(:C) are true. As the domains of v
and w are distinct, v [ w is an interpretation, which falsies H)C.
Assume now that the theorem holds when the set of common atoms is S. It will
still hold for S[fpg. Indeed, an interpolant of H and C is (p ^ Jt)_ (:p ^ Jf),
provided that Jt is an interpolant of H [p=true] and C[p=true], and Jf is an interpolant
of H [p=false] and C[p=false].
Theorem 8 (Craig{Lyndon’s interpolation theorem). If (H)C) is a tautology; then
H and C have a polarized interpolant.
Proof. Assume that p1; : : : ; pm have no negative occurrences in H and no positive
occurrences in C, and that q1; : : : ; qn have no positive occurrences in H and no negative
occurrences in C. Let
H 0=def H [p1=true; : : : ; pm=true; q1=false; : : : ; qn=false];
C0=def C[p1=true; : : : ; pm=true; q1=false; : : : ; qn=false]:
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From j= (H)C) we deduce j= (H 0)C0). Besides, we apply m+n times the polarity
theorem to deduce j= (H)H 0) and j= (C0)C). As a result, any interpolant of H 0
and C0 is also a (polarized) interpolant of H and C.
2.5. Relevance and the elimination rule
Denition. Let  be a set of propositional variables and H and C be formulas on .
Formula H is relevant to C with respect to  if an interpretation v on  exists such
that v(H)= v(C)= false.
Comments. This denition does not capture exactly the intuitive notion of relevance but
a larger relation. However, the following theorem indicates that irrelevant hypotheses
can be omitted (and so really are irrelevant in the intuitive sense). We also note that
relevance is a symmetrical relation, and that members of  are mutually relevant. In
practice, the set  is not mentioned explicitly.
Theorem 9 (Relevance theorem). If h1 is not relevant to C w.r.t. ; then formulas
1 =def (h1 ^ h2 ^    ^ hn))C;
2 =def (h2 ^    ^ hn))C
are logically equivalent; for any formulas h2; : : : ; hn. Conversely; if h1 is relevant to
C w.r.t. ; then formulas h2; : : : ; hn exist such that 1 is valid; whereas 2 is not.
Proof. First, formula 2)1 is clearly valid. If formula 1)2 is not, then a
-interpretation v exists such that v(1)= true and v(2)= false; as a consequence,
v(h2)=   = v(hn)= true, v(h1)= v(C)= false and h1 is relevant to C w.r.t. . Con-
versely, assume h1 is relevant to C. We choose n=2 and h2 =def (h1)C). Clearly
enough, formula (h1 ^ (h1)C)))C is valid. However h2)C is not valid; if v is
such that v(h1)= v(C)= false, then v(h2)C)= v((h1)C))C)= false.
Rule 10 (Elimination rule). Let A be a common subformula of H and C; and AH and
AC be the corresponding occurrences. If AH and AC are purely disjunctive and have
opposite polarities; then H is not relevant to C.
Proof. Suppose that AH is positive and AC is negative. If an interpretation v such that
v(H)= v(C)= false exists, then the rank lemma applies to AH , leading to v(A)= false,
and also to AC , leading to v(A)= true and a contradiction.
Example. Let H =def _ () ) and C =def _ () ). Subformula  is purely dis-
junctive in both H and C, positive in H and negative in C. So H is not relevant
to C.
Comment. The elimination rule is useful because it can be applied systematically and in
polynomial time, and because its application discards only provably useless hypotheses.
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2.6. Direct relevance
Elimination of provably useless hypotheses is important, but not sucient, since
many useless hypotheses cannot be recognized as such in isolation. For instance, sup-
pose that H and C are non-valid formulas, and that no proposition occurs both in H
and in C. According to the denition, H is relevant to C, but hypothesis H is practi-
cally useful to establish conclusion C only if additional hypotheses exist from which
formula H)C can be inferred. It is therefore appropriate to quantify relevance, that is,
potential usefulness. Intuitively, H can be useful for establishing C but not \directly",
that is, only if adequate intermediate hypotheses are also available. In this paragraph,
we introduce the notion of direct relevance.
A formula H is directly relevant to a formula C (w.r.t. ) if it is relevant and if
H and C admit a common subformula, with the same polarity.
Comment. Direct relevance is a symmetrical relation.
Example. Let p; q2, with p 6= q. Formula H =def (p) q) is directly relevant to
formula C =def (p) r) since H and C are mutually relevant and proposition p occurs
negatively in both of them. On the contrary, H is not directly relevant to C0=def p,
nor to C00=def (q) r).
Directly relevant formulas are not necessarily more useful than other relevant for-
mulas for establishing some conclusion C. For instance, q is not directly relevant to
C =def (p) r), while q_ r is; as far as q_ r is weaker than q, it cannot be more
useful. Nevertheless, we have the following result.
Theorem 11 (Direct relevance theorem). LetH be a consistent set of hypotheses and
C be a conclusion. If C is not valid but is a logical consequence of H; then H
contains a formula h such that h is directly relevant to C.
Proof. It is not a restriction to assume H is minimal, that is, C is not a logical conse-
quence of any proper subset of H; so, H contains only non-valid, relevant formulas;
besides, H is not empty. Let H =def
V
H. As an application of Craig{Lyndon’s the-
orem, a formula J exists which contains only propositions occurring both in H and C,
with identical polarities and such that (H) J ) and (J)C) are tautologies. As J can-
not reduce to true (C is not valid) nor to false (H is consistent), it does contain a
proposition p, which has occurrences both in H and C, with the same polarity. As H
is the conjunction of the elements of H, at least one of these elements, say h, contains
p with the right polarity and is therefore directly relevant to C.
This theorem shows that at least one directly relevant hypothesis is needed to es-
tablish a conclusion. As a result, hypotheses which share common subformula(s) with
the conclusion are promising, provided that the polarity is the same in the hypothesis
and in the conclusion.
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2.7. Polarized connectivity
Let H be a consistent set of hypotheses and C be a conclusion. A polarized chain
is a nite non-empty sequence (0; : : : ; n) such that
 0 is :C;
 i 2H, for all i=1; : : : ; n;
 i is directly relevant to :i−1, for all i=1; : : : ; n.
Given H and C, we denote HC the set of hypotheses which appear in at least one
polarized chain.
Comment. The set HC can be constructed in an incremental way: h2H1 if h is
directly relevant to C, and h2Hn+1 if h =2
S
i6nHi and h is directly relevant to :h0
for some h0 2Hn. If Hm is empty, then HC =
S
i<mHi.
Theorem 12 (Polarized connectivity theorem). The conclusion C is a logical conse-
quence of the set H of hypotheses if and only if it is a logical consequence of the
subset HC H.
Proof. Due to the direct relevance theorem, it is sucient to prove that no member
of HnHC is directly relevant to the formula (
V
HC))C. Assume that h2H nHC
is p-directly relevant to (
V
HC))C. Either p occurs in h and C with the same
polarity, or p occurs in h and some h0 2HC with opposite polarities. The rst case
is not possible, since (:C; h) would be a polarized chain; neither is the second case,
since, if (:C; : : : ; h0) is a polarized chain, so would be (:C; : : : ; h0; h).
3. Towards a validation=simplication algorithm
The results introduced in Section 2 can be the basis of an analysis algorithm for
boolean verication conditions. This algorithm consists in three phases, simplication,
classication and validation, which are developed in this section.
3.1. Simplication phase
The preliminary step is the syntactical analysis of the conclusion and all hypotheses.
If formulas are represented as syntactic trees, the type, polarity and rank of each
subformula occurrence can be computed easily.
A simplication rule is an algorithm which produces from an hypotheses set H
and a conclusion C, a new set H0 and a new conclusion C0 such that H j=C holds
if and only if H0 j=C0 holds. A simplication rule is safe if C0 is equivalent to C.
A simplication rule is interesting only if the results are in some sense simpler than
the data, and if it can be implemented in polynomial time. The simplication phase
consists in repeated applications of simplication rules, until no further application is
possible.
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Five simplication rules are proposed.
 The Boolean rule is the elimination of the Boolean constants true and false. For
instance, true)A and B_ false are rewritten as A and B, respectively. An hypothesis
reducing to true is omitted.
 The Polarity rule applies when some proposition p has only positive (resp. nega-
tive) occurrences in the hypotheses and negative (resp. positive) occurrences in the
conclusion; this proposition can then be replaced uniformly by true (resp. by false).
 The Rank rule applies when some proposition p has rank 0 in some hypothesis,
with positive (resp. negative) polarity. In this case, H and C can be replaced by
H[p=true] and C[p=true] (resp. by H[p=false] and C[p=false]).
 The Elimination rule allows the elimination of h2H if some formula A has purely
disjunctive occurrences in both h and C, with opposite polarities.
 The Polarized connectivity rule allows to replace H by its subset HC (the con-
struction of HC is described in Section 2.7).
Comments. The Boolean rule, the Elimination rule and the Polarized connectivity rule
are always safe. The Polarity rule and the Rank rule are safe when p does not occur
in C. The Rank rule can also apply when some proposition p has a purely disjunctive
occurrence in the conclusion, but is never safe in this case. Unsafe rules are logically
correct, but often counterproductive: they eliminate subformulas occurrences in the
conclusion, which could have allowed for application of the Elimination and Polarized
connectivity rules. They can turn the conclusion into false; when this occurs, the only
way to prove H0 j=C0 is to prove the inconsistency of H0, and this task may be
practically infeasible if H0 is still very large. Applying unsafe rules involves a risk of
losing the benets of the particular structure of verication conditions, and going back
to general tautology checking. In summary, unsafe rules should be applied only in the
very end of the simplication process. Let us also recall that the Polarized connectivity
rule applies only when H is consistent. This should be the case when H is intended
to be an invariant, since the trivial invariant false would be useless.
The simplication phase stops when no simplication rule can be applied. The ter-
mination proof for each rule application is straightforward. Application of the Polarity,
Rank and Elimination rules is possible only when some condition holds. Checking
such conditions, and rule application itself, can be performed eciently if a \lisp-like"
representation is adopted for data structures. Formulas are syntactic trees. Each atom,
subformula or formula has a unique representation, so formula trees may share subtrees.
An association list is attached to each atom and subformula, recording its occurrences
in hypotheses and conclusion, with corresponding polarity and rank.
3.2. Classication phase
The simplication phase leads to a set of hypotheses. Each of them belongs to a
polarized chain, but that does not mean that each of them is really useful. When the
initial number of hypotheses is huge (which is usual for verication conditions issued
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from real-size dynamic systems), it is likely to remain large after the simplication
phase, although the minimal subset H0 such that H0 j=C often turns to be relatively
small.
It is therefore appropriate to introduce a \measure of relevance", which could be
based on two facts. First, experiments have shown not only that few hypotheses are
really useful for validating verication conditions, but also that deep reasoning is sel-
dom used. More formally, if (:C; h1; h2; h3; : : :) is a polarized chain, then hi is more
likely to be useful than hj if i<j, and especially if i=1 (directly relevant hypothesis).
Second, not all directly relevant hypotheses have the same degree of usefulness. For
instance, if p occurs positively in C, then h1 =def p, h2 =def (p^Y ), h3 =def (p_X )
and h4 =def (Y ) (p_X )) may be all directly relevant to C through variable p (for
short, formulas h1; h2; h3 and h4 are said p-directly relevant to C) but h1 and h2
are more promising, since they guarantee that p is true. This degree of usefulness
also depends (in a symmetrical way) on the corresponding occurrence of p in C. An
appropriate measure vp(h; C) of p-direct relevance of h to C is the sum of the ranks
of p in h and in :C; low value indicates high direct relevance. The rank of p is 0 in
h1 and in h2; it is 1 in h3 and 2 in h4.
Estimation of indirect relevance is theoretically possible, but too costly in time in
practice. Indeed, a formula usually belongs to several polarized chains, but the construc-
tion presented in Section 2.7 does not induce the full determination of the polarized
connectivity graph (only the determination of all vertices is guaranteed). However, a
precise estimation of relevance is not needed and only direct relevance will be evaluated
between each hypothesis and the conclusion, according to the rule
v(h; C)=def inf
p
vp(h; C):
3.3. Incremental validation phase
The third phase is validation itself. Any technique can be used, provided it is compat-
ible with the incremental nature of the validation process. We propose the following
strategy: select the n1 most promising hypotheses h1; : : : ; hn1 , determined during the
classication phase (high direct relevance to C) and try to validate
C1 =def (h1 ^    ^ hn1 ))C;
if this fails, return to the classication phase and select n2 new hypotheses, with high
direct relevance to C1, and try to validate
C2 =def (hn1+1 ^    ^ hn1+n2 ))C1:
If C2 cannot be validated, a new formula C3 can be built, and so on. 11 This incremen-
tal technique, similar to the iterative deepening strategy used in articial intelligence,
11 There is no clear indication about the choice of n1; n2; etc. If n is the number of hypotheses (after the
simplication phase), ni =
p
n seems an appropriate choice. If n is not too big, ni =1 can also be used.
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has proved appropriate for validating verication conditions, with few iterations. It is
possible to reuse intermediate results; vp(h; C1) can be used to compute vp(h; C2).
The technique used to attempt the validation of C; C1; C2; : : : should also allow for
intermediate results reuse. This is the case, for instance, for the OBDD technique
developed, e.g. in [5, 25], since an ecient procedure is available for transforming
ordered binary decision diagrams for A and B into an OBDD for A)B. The connection
method (see [3, 18, 29]) is also appropriate.
3.4. Complexity
The validation problem for propositional formulas is NP-complete. This means that
any validation algorithm is likely to run in exponential time (with respect to the size
L of the formula) for unfavourable cases. The fact that we are not concerned with
random logical formulas, but with verication conditions generated from programs and
invariants, does not allow by itself for more ecient validation algorithms. However,
the purpose of the method presented here is to replace the problem of validating a
formula of size L with the problem of validating a formula of size ‘L. Unfortunately,
the relation ‘L cannot be guaranteed and, in fact, it is easy to construct examples for
which ‘ is not signicantly less than L. This means that, as far as worst-case complexity
is concerned, the proposed method is not an improvement. At least we can check that
the preliminary phases of simplication and classication can be implemented in (low
degree) polynomial time.
First, any single application of the Boolean rule, the polarity rule, the rank rule or
the elimination rule involves only a linear traversal of the syntactic tree of the formula;
second, such an application always leads to the elimination of at least one connective
in the formula, with the consequence that the number of applications of these rules
cannot exceed the size of the formula. As a result the simplication phase is at most
of quadratic complexity, except for the Polarized connectivity rule (see below). In
practice, auxiliary tables recording subformulas with their type, polarity and rank can be
maintained during the simplication phase; this induces easy detection of propositions
and subformulas for which a simplication rule can be enabled. The overhead associated
with these tables does not modify the worst-case complexity; experimentation shows
that using such tables usually saves time.
We suggest to apply the polarized connectivity rule only once, at the very end of
the simplication phase. A naive implementation has been outlined in Section 2.7.
With the notation of this paragraph, the rule involves the computation of an increasing
sequence ([
S
i6nHi]: n6m) of graphs. The number m cannot exceed the number of
hypotheses and therefore the size of the formula. Computing an additional \layer"
Hn involves checking for direct relevance every member of Hn
S
i<nHi with every
member of Hn−1; this is a quadratic operation, so the whole task of computing HC
is of cubic complexity. That is the reason why this rule is saved for the end of the
simplication phase, at a time where the size of the formula to be validated has already
been decreased.
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The classication phase involves the same kind of tree traversal as the simplication
phase and is also a quadratic algorithm. The validation phase unsurprisingly remains the
most time-consuming phase, even when the simplication phase and the classication
phase have both worked eciently; that is the reason why the complexity of these
preliminary phases is not critical. What is critical is the eciency of the preliminary
phases, which can be estimated by the ratio ‘=L, but giving an a priori approximation
of this ratio is not easy.
4. A worked-out example
In this section, we illustrate the simplication phase with a toy example, and then
give results obtained for a more realistic example.
4.1. A propositional formula
The set of elementary propositions is
=def fa0; a1; a2; b0; b1; b2; c0; c1; c2; d0; d1; d2; e0; e1; e2; f0; f1; f2g:
The hypotheses are
H1: c1; H12: :c2) (e2 _ (b2 ^ :f1));
H2: a2 _ (c1) e1); H13: (a2 ^ f0)) (b0 _ (e0 ^ e1));
H3: b0):(a2 _ e0); H14: ((a1 ^ c1) _ (b1 ^ a2))) a0;
H4: e1):(a2 ^ c2); H15: ((d0 _ a2) ^ :b0)
) (c2 _ (c0)f0));
H5: e1) (a0)d0); H16: ((a1 _ c1) ^ d0)
) (b0 _ (e0 ^ a1));
H6: (a0 ^ d0)) ((c0 ^ d2))f0); H17: b1) a1;
H7: (f1 ^ f0)) ((a0 ^ a2) _ (c0 ^ e0)); H18: (d2 _ (a1)f1))
) ((b1 ^ c1) _ f2);
H8: f2) (c0 _ e2); H19: (a2 _ c1)) (b1) b2);
H9: ((a0 _ c0) ^ f0)) (f1 _ (e0 ^ f2)); H20: (d1 _ f1)) (a1 ^ c2);
H10: (:c2 _ f0)) (e2 _ (b2 ^ :f1)); H21: (c2 ^ b2)) (d1 _ d2);
H11: ((d0 _ e0)) ((b0)f0) _ (f0) c2))):
The conclusion is
C : (a0 ^ b0)) ((c0 _ c1)) ((d0 _ e0) _ (c2) e0))):
A possible execution of the validation procedure could be as follows:
(1) Elimination of H11 (elimination rule applied to subformula (d0 _ e0)).
(2) Elimination of H15 (elimination rule applied to proposition b0).
(3) Elimination of H6 and H16 (elimination rule applied to proposition d0).
(4) Proposition f0 has only negative occurrences in the remaining hypotheses, and no
occurrence in the conclusion; f0 is uniformly replaced by false (polarity rule).
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(5) This induces elimination of H7, H9 and H13 (Boolean rule); besides, H10 is sim-
plied (and becomes identical to H12).
(6) The polarized connectivity rule leads to the elimination of H8; H10; H12; H17{H21.
Only safe rules have been used. The remaining set of hypotheses is
H1: c1; H4: e1):(a2 ^ c2);
H2: a2 _ (c1) e1); H5: e1) (a0)d0);
H3: b0):(a2 _ e0); H14: ((a1 ^ c1) _ (b1 ^ a2))) a0:
Now unsafe rules are applied: c1 has a purely conjunctive occurrence in H1 and is
replaced by true (rank rule); similarly, a0 and b0 have purely disjunctive occurrences
in C and are replaced by true. Hypotheses H1 and H14 disappear, and the new set of
hypotheses is now
H2: a2 _ e1; H4: e1):(a2 ^ c2);
H3: :(a2 _ e0); H5: e1)d0
and the simplied conclusion is
d0 _ e0 _ (c2) e0):
Validation either by further simplication or by any other technique is now straight-
forward.
4.2. Ricart and Agrawala’s algorithm
Ricart and Agrawala’s algorithm is a classical algorithm for mutual exclusion be-
tween any (bounded) number N of processes [26]. These processes communicate by
asynchronous messages only, and there is no centralized control. Although the basic
idea of the algorithm is simple, a detailed correctness proof is very long, and the
validation of the invariant is a tedious task [17]. When pure propositional coding is
used, there are 1 960 verication conditions, most of them involving more than 200
propositions. Our prototype prover CAVEAT [18] ran for more than 24 h without
producing answers (although the two-process case was solved easily). With a rather
naive implementation of the algorithm introduced in the previous section, validation
was completed in less than 20 minutes. This success is due mainly to the elimina-
tion rule and the polarized connectivity rule, and is therefore highly sensitive to the
structure of the verication condition. For instance, if we try to prove
f:C; h2; : : : ; hng j= :h1
instead of
fh1; h2; : : : ; hng j= C;
the simplication algorithm will behave very poorly. This is also the case for ran-
domly generated sets of hypotheses and conclusions, especially if the minimal set of
hypotheses needed to derive the conclusion is not very small.
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5. Comparison and conclusion
The technique introduced here cannot be viewed as a way to improve tautology
checking in general, but only as a way to improve the verication of propositional
invariants, that is, invariants of nite-state systems. It may also prove useful for the
(semi-)automatic design of invariants as xpoints (see e.g. [7, 11]); recent improve-
ments in hardware and software tools might turn xpoint approaches into practically
feasible methods (see [2, 4, 15, 19, 24]).
Several techniques have been developed to validate properties (not restricted to in-
variants) of nite-state concurrent systems. Early examples are reported in [6, 8]; be-
sides, many ecient tools have been produced. However, these techniques based on
model-checking in temporal logic are strictly restricted to nite-state systems, and ex-
clude \parameters", like N (the number of stations) in mutual exclusion algorithms.
Such algorithms can therefore be veried by model-checking only for xed (and quite
small) values of N. In spite of some attempts to extend the scope of automatic model
checking (see [20, 30]), there are theoretical limitations [1]. The verication technique
described in this paper avoids the problem, but the user has to write explicitly the sys-
tem and its invariant in the propositional framework. This drawback is a small price
to pay for substantial improvement in validation time.
Another approach is to use a theorem prover for predicate logic. This technique is
not restricted to nite-state systems, but as we have already mentioned, available tools
cannot deal eciently with very large formulas, so only small concurrent systems can
be realistically checked in this way. Nevertheless, good results can be obtained with
a little interaction between the theorem prover and the user (see e.g. [24]). It is also
possible to combine nite-state methods with automated theorem proving (see e.g.
[22, 23]).
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